
Many Much

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Strange to say, the city of his birth did not recognise his talent for _______
years.
1. many

I knew they wouldn't pay _______ attention to the order, but the stand had
to be taken.
2. much

I was doing up his presents, and there wasn't _______ time.3. much

As wheat is an annual, we thus see how strictly many trifling differences in
character are inherited through _______ generations.
4.

many

It will leave him wider awake than it found him, and give a new significance
to all he may see for _______ days to come.
5.

many

I have asked you a great _______ questions and you have not hesitated to
answer, and you may know how I got into this miserable cage and why I stay
in it.

6. many

At last, one day, she heard of an old, old woman, nobody knew how old,
who had lived for hundreds of years in a dark cave, not _______ miles away.
7.

many

Being now in my sober senses, I do verily believe there is _______ ground
to suppose that what the Padre told us is authentic.
8. much

And I own I look rather for a combination from _______ sides than for the
development of any now existing sect.
9. many

In her anxiety for her darling, who had gone through so _______ bitter
experiences during the past day, she had not been able to sleep.
10. many

This great army was accompanied by a hundred pieces of cannon; and its
movements were guided by _______ French officers, trained in the best
military schools of Europe.

11.
many

Not that he had _______ confidence in his own skill at this sort of thing.12. much

This was reversing the old practice, and saved _______ innocent lives.13. many
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He did not get his fame without _______ hard work.14. much

Gifted Hopkins was quite right in believing that he attracted _______
eyes.
15. many

I couldn't ever have dreamed of so _______ money.16. much

He worked a little the next morning; but his heart was not in it much, and
he left it before he had made _______ progress.
17.

much

Daniel observed _______ new faces among the warriors.18. many

The quiet and fervent tone of these verses accompanied me for _______
hours.
19. many

If everything was all smooth there would be no need of _______ work.20. much
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